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a b s t r a c t
Acoustic emission (AE) is a Non Destructive Inspection Technique, widely used for monitoring of structural condition of different materials like concrete, masonry and rock. It utilizes the transient elastic
waves after each fracture occurrence, which are captured by sensors on the surface. Several parameters
of the AE behavior enlighten the damage stage within the material. These may be the cumulative AE
activity, which is connected to the density of cracks and the emission energy which is connected to
the cracks’ intensity. Additionally, AE waveform parameters like duration and frequency content depend
on the motion of the crack tip and therefore, carry information about the mode of the crack. Study of the
AE indices enlightens the fracture process, enabling predictions on the remaining life. However, the
experimental conditions crucially affect the waveforms captured by the sensors. Specimen size, as well
as sensor type and sensors separation distance exercise strong inﬂuence in the acoustic emission parameters. Since AE features like amplitude and energy are used for characterization purposes in the framework of an energy density approach and frequency is used in cracking mode classiﬁcation schemes,
the inﬂuence of the above mentioned experimental parameters should be certainly taken into account
in order to lead to more accurate results and increase reliability. This would help to expand the use of
AE in situ which so far is hindered by geometric and other technical reasons that allow only a case-speciﬁc approach. In the present paper fracture experiments in different specimen sizes of cementitious and
rock materials are described while the sensor location relatively to the cracking zone is altered. The aim
of this study is to validate the use of cracking characterization in laboratory and check the extension for
similar schemes in real size structures with a multiscale methodology.
Ó 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Acoustic emission (AE) is a nondestructive monitoring method
which takes advantage of the elastic energy after crack propagation
events [1]. The micro-motion of the tip of the crack excites elastic
waves which are acquired by sensors on the surface of the material. The number of recorded signals during loading is connected
to the number of active sources within the material [2,3]. Additionally, the signals depend on their source, and speciﬁcally the intensity and the mode of fracture. Therefore, the number of recorded
hits and key waveform features like amplitude, energy and frequency carry information from the damage mode and the fracture
process [4–7]. In general, tensile mode of failure generally develops
before shear [8]; therefore, the characterization of cracks as to their
mode provides a warning before failure. The received wave depends on the motion of the crack tip, as well as on the orientation
of the crack relatively to the receivers and the distance between
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the cracking source and the sensor. When a cracking event occurs,
all possible wave modes (longitudinal, transverse and Rayleigh if
the crack is surface breaking) are excited. A tensile cracking incident (Fig. 1) excites most of the energy in the form of longitudinal
waves. Therefore, most of the energy arrives in the initial part of
the acquired waveform since longitudinal waves are the fastest
type. When shear cracking occurs, the percentage of energy emitted in the shear wave mode is increased resulting in a delay of
the main energy cycles of the waveform. This leads in a long rise
time (RT), and quite low rise angle of the waveform, see Fig. 1
[8,9]. AE duration is the time delay between the ﬁrst and last
threshold crossings. Amplitude, A is the maximum voltage of the
waveform, as seen again in Fig. 1 and ‘‘AE energy’’ is the area under
the rectiﬁed signal envelope. Some frequency features of interest,
derived after fast Fourier transformation of the signals are the central frequency (CF) and the peak frequency (PF). Central frequency
is the centroid of the spectrum while PF is the frequency with the
highest magnitude [10].
The applicability of the above mentioned points depends on the
geometric conditions, orientation of the cracks and the heterogeneity of the medium. In laboratory scale, it has been shown that
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Fig. 1. Cracking modes and typical AE signals.

damage characterization can be conducted with relative success
[8,9,11]. As an example taken from recent experimental projects
[9], Fig. 2 shows the PF of the AE hits during bending of steel ﬁber
reinforced concrete beams. While load is increasing to the maximum value of 12 kN the majority of the AE hits exhibits PF values
mainly between 400 and 500 kHz. At the moment of load drop and
thereafter several hits exhibit PF lower than 400 kHz. This behavior
has been attributed to the different fracture mechanisms dominating the pre-peak and the post-peak loading stages. Before load
drop, AE events are due to the tensile matrix micro-cracking. After
the main crack formation, ﬁber pull-out is also an active mechanism. This leads to emission of signals with much broader frequency content, even below 100 kHz. The solid line that
represents the moving average of recent 40 hits starts at approximately 400 kHz before main fracture, while later it ﬂuctuates between 200 and 300 kHz. From this simple example it can be
concluded that the different mode of fracture (tensile cracking
and shear pull-out) have different AE signatures. Similar examples
and conclusions are available in recent literature [8,9,12–15]
showing that damage characterization is possible especially in laboratory specimens. However, the expansion of the laboratory criteria to real structures is not easy mainly due to geometry factors
and the texture of the material [16]. These factors prevent from
general application and make the combined study of AE and elastic
wave propagation necessary in an effort to quantify the distortion
effect on the waveform features. As any other monitoring methodology, AE provides some deterministic information and some measurements subject to correct interpretation. Speciﬁcally for AE, the
number of ‘‘events’’ can be speciﬁcally combined with the number
of cracking incidents. However, the received energy or frequency
strongly depend on a number of parameters that may cause ambiguity as to the original source.
The reasons are related among others to the measuring system,
i.e. mainly level of sensitivity and frequency response of the sensors. This is the reason that standardization is attempted recently

Fig. 2. Load history and peak frequency of AE signals.

[8]. Additionally the texture of the material is important. Different
materials exhibit different wave propagation properties (mainly
attenuation and velocity) which distort the wave away from its original shape. The shape and size of the structure is also important
since reﬂections at the boundaries and plate geometries induce
further distortion. This is enhanced by the presence of damage in
the form of micro-cracks which increase scattering. Finally, a very
important factor is the distance between the cracking source and
the monitoring point. As the distance increases, the effect of distortion is accumulated resulting in poor characterization efﬁciency in
case of large dimension structures.
An example of the aforementioned distortion is shown in Fig. 3
where the waveforms at three different positions on a ﬁber reinforced mortar plate specimen is shown. The waveforms despite
the relatively small distances between the sensors (less than
80 mm from the source, see embedded schematic image) exhibit
strongly different characteristics in amplitude, rise time and frequency components. The obvious change in the shape of the waveform is due to the combined effect of: (i) plate wave dispersion
which leads to the separation of plate wave modes propagating
with different velocities (high frequency ﬁrst, low frequency trailing), (ii) scattering on the heterogeneous texture of ﬁbre mortar,
(iii) damping of the constituents and of course and (iv) different
propagation distance.
In the present paper mortar specimens are fractured in three
point bending and the AE behavior is recorded by two sensors at
different distances from the crack. The results show that the
change in the waveform features is quite strong in terms of frequency and energy and should not be neglected from any characterization approach.
As it emerges from the previous discussion, attenuation properties of AE waves in inhomogeneous materials such as mortar and
concrete – but this concept can also be easily extended to other

Fig. 3. Waveforms received by Pico sensors on a ﬁber-reinforced mortar plate of
2 mm thickness.
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quasi-brittle materials like rocks – inﬂuence critical AE parameters.
Hence, taking into account the attenuation and distortion phenomena in the travel path between the source of the signal and the sensor, in order to apply these theories it should be ensured that the
measuring system is able to detect the most relevant AE events
reﬂecting the cracking process of the material. Higher frequency
components propagate in quasi-brittle materials with a greater
attenuation. Based on experimental results on mortar and concrete, if the wavelength is larger than the maximum inhomogeneity, the wave ‘‘passes over’’ without signiﬁcant modiﬁcations in its
waveform [17]. In general, for a measuring area at a distance of
several meters from the sensor, only AE waves with frequency
components lower than 100 kHz are detectable. Therefore, the employed AE sensors, and the volume of material analyzed should
take into account these limitations. In other words, it is necessary
to employ broadband or resonant sensors, with the right ampliﬁcation, depending on the size and the damage level of the monitored
structure [1].
Starting from these considerations, two different approaches
are proposed to obtain indirect estimation of the physical fractal
dimension of the damage domain up to the peak load of quasi-brittle materials, such as concrete and rocks, mainly subjected to compression. First, an energy density approach is presented, based on
the size-effects of the energy release determined by the AE technique. This calculation is performed by considering specimens with
different size-scale. Then, a complementary method is proposed,
based on the b-value analysis of AE events [18]. Since the b-value
is size-independent, its evaluation evidences the similarity between the damage process in a structure and the seismic activity
in a region of the Earth crust [18].
2. Energy density criterion
Acoustic emission data have been interpreted by means of statistical and fractal analysis, considering the multiscale aspect of
cracking phenomena [19]. This approach has shown that the energy release, detected by AE, occurs in a fractal (lacunar) domain
with a dimension lower than 3.0. Consequently, a multiscale criterion to predict the damage evolution has been formulated. Recent
developments in fragmentation theories [20], have shown that the
energy W during microcrack propagation is released over a fractal
domain comprised between a surface and the specimen volume V.
As a result, the following size-scaling law has been assumed for the
energy release W during fragmentation:

W / V D=3 ;

ð1Þ

where D is the so-called fractal exponent, comprised between 2.0
and 3.0. There are numerous evidences on the dependence of the
fractal exponent D from the conditions of fragmentation. Catastrophic failure under compression would be associated to low D
values approaching to 2.0, whereas extensive crushing under compression would generate higher D values, close to 3.0 [21].
As a consequence of Eq. (1), the energy density scales as:

W¼

W
/ V ðD3Þ=3 :
V

ð2Þ

This implies that not the true energy density but a fractal energy density (having non-integer physical dimensions).

C¼

W
V D=3

;

ð3Þ

can be considered as the size-independent parameter.
On the other hand, during microcrack propagation, AE can be
clearly detected. The energy release W is proportional to the number N of AE events. Accordingly to the energy release from a fractal
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domain, as described by Eq. (3), the number of AE events, N, not
over a volume but over a fractal domain, can be considered as
the size-independent parameter:

CAE ¼

N
V D=3

;

ð4Þ

where CAE is the value of AE events fractal density. The fractal criterion in Eq. (4) permits to extend Eq. (1) as follows:

W / N / V D=3 :

ð5Þ

2.1. Experimental assessment
The experimental validation of the theoretical conjecture herein
considered is performed on the basis of the results of uniaxial compression tests carried out on cylindrical concrete and rock specimens. The concrete samples were drilled from two pilasters
sustaining a viaduct along an Italian highway built in the 1950s
[19]. Three different specimen diameters d in a scale range
1.0:2.1:3.4 (d = 27.7, 59.0 and 94.0 mm) and three different slendernesses, k = h/d, equal to 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 were considered. The
nine geometries are presented in Fig. 4a. The tests were performed
under displacement control, assuming a displacement rate equal to
104 mm/s, in order to obtain slow crack growth and to detect all
possible AE signals. The load was applied by means of rigid steel
platens without friction-reducing systems.
The second experimental campaign herein considered concerns
the compression tests carried out on rock samples taken from one
pillar of the Cathedral of Syracuse, in Sicily. They were drilled from
removed elements replaced by other blocks during restoration
works. The pillars of the Cathedral have the peculiar interest that
they had been obtained by cutting out the stonework walls of
the internal cell of the 5th Century B.C. Greek temple of Athena.
In the 6th Century, it was transformed into a Catholic Church,
and then frequently modiﬁed until the present conﬁguration. More
in detail, the ancient stone used in the construction of the temple
was a calcareous stone located in the area of Plemmirio, just south
of Syracuse. Specimens with diameters d in a scale range 1:2:4
(d = 30, 60 and 120 mm), and slenderness k = 1, were tested
(Fig. 5a). The specimens were subjected to laboratory compressive
tests at constant displacement rate of 4  104 mm/s and monitored by the AE technique [22]. The load was applied by means
of rigid steel platens without friction-reducing systems. The results
evidenced an average compressive strength equal to 8.20 MPa,
with variations due to statistics rather than to clear size-effects.
For all the tested specimens, the number of AE was evaluated in
correspondence to the peak stress rc, and, in the following, referred to as Nmax. This analysis is performed by a measuring system
counting the events that exceed a certain voltage threshold measured in volts. On average, compression tests show an increase in
AE cumulative events number by increasing the specimen volume,
as shown in Figs. 4b and 5b. Subjecting the average experimental
data to a regression analysis, the parameter D in Eq. (4) can be
quantiﬁed. The parameter D/3 represents the slope, in the bi-logarithmic diagram, of the curve that relates Nmax to the specimen volume. From the best-ﬁtting, values of D/3 equal to 0.766 and 0.779
were obtained for concrete and rocks specimens, respectively (see
Figs. 4b and 5b). The corresponding fractal exponents, D, result to
be comprised between 2.29 and 2.33. The goodness of ﬁt for the
best-ﬁtting curve in Fig. 4b is r2 = 0.88, while in Fig. 5b is r2 = 0.99.
3. Statistical distribution of AE events
A statistical interpretation to the variation of the b-value during
the evolution of damage detected by AE has been proposed, which
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(a) Geometry of the concrete specimens

(b) Volume-effect on N max

Fig. 4. Concrete specimens tested by Carpinteri et al. [19].

(a) Geometry of the rock specimens

(b) Volume-effect on N max

Fig. 5. Rock specimens tested by Carpinteri et al. [22].

is based on a treatment originally proposed by Carpinteri and coworkers [10,22,23]. The proposed model captures the transition
from the condition of diffused criticality to that of imminent failure
localization.
By analogy with seismic phenomena, in the AE technique the
magnitude may be deﬁned as follows:

m ¼ Log10 Amax þ f ðrÞ;

ð6Þ

where Amax is the amplitude of the signal expressed in volts, and f(r)
is a correction taking into account that the amplitude is a decreasing function of the distance r between the source and the sensor.
In seismology the empirical Gutenberg–Richter’s law [24]:

Log10 NðP mÞ ¼ a  bm;

or NðP mÞ ¼ 10abm ;

ð7Þ

expresses the relationship between magnitude and total number of
earthquakes in any given region and time period, and it is one of the
most widely used statistical relations to describe the scaling properties of seismicity. In Eq. (7), N is the cumulative number of earthquakes with magnitude Pm in a given area and within a speciﬁc
time range, whilst a and b are positive constants varying from a region to another and from a time interval to another. Eq. (7) has been
used successfully in the AE ﬁeld to study the scaling laws of AE
wave amplitude distribution. This approach evidences the similarity
between structural damage phenomena and seismic activities in a
given region of the Earth’s crust, extending the applicability of the
Gutenberg–Richter’s law to Structural Engineering. According to
Eq. (7), the b-value changes systematically at different times in
the course of the damage process and therefore can be used to estimate damage evolution modalities.
Eq. (7) can be rewritten in order to draw a connection between
the magnitude m and the size L of the defect associated with an AE

event. By analogy with seismic phenomena, the AE crack size-scaling entails the validity of the relationship:

NðP LÞ ¼ cL2b ;

ð8Þ

where N is the cumulative number of AE events generated by source
defects with a characteristic linear dimension P L, c is a constant of
proportionality, and 2b = D is the fractal dimension of the damage
domain.
Aki [25] was the ﬁrst to show that the seismic b-value is related
to the fractal dimension D, and that usually 2b = D. This assumption  and its implication with the damage energy release rate
and time dependent mechanisms, both at the laboratory and at
the Earth’s crust scale  has been also pointed out by Main [26–
28]. Moreover, it has been evidenced that this interpretation rests
on the assumption of a dislocation model for the seismic source
and requires that 2.0 6 D 6 3.0, i.e., the cracks are distributed in
a fractal domain comprised between a surface and the volume of
the analyzed region [29–32].
The cumulative distribution (8) is substantially identical to the
cumulative distribution proposed by Carpinteri [23], which gives
the probability of a defect with size PL being present in a body:

PðP LÞ / Lc :

ð9Þ

Therefore, the number of defects with size P L is:

N ðP LÞ ¼ cLc ;

ð10Þ

where c is a statistical exponent measuring the degree of disorder,
i.e. the scatter in the defect size distribution, and c is a constant of
proportionality. By equating distributions (8) and (10) it is found
that: 2b = c. At the collapse, the size of the maximum defect is proportional to the characteristic size of the structure. As shown by
Carpinteri and co-workers [11], the related cumulative defect size
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distribution (referred to as self-similarity distribution) is characterized by the exponent c = 2.0, which corresponds to b = 1.0. It was
also demonstrated [23] that c = 2.0 is a lower bound which corresponds to the minimum value b = 1.0, observed experimentally
when the load bearing capacity of a structural member has been
exhausted.
Therefore, by determining the b-value it is possible to identify
the energy release modalities in a structural element during the
monitoring process. The extreme cases envisaged by Eq. (5) are
D = 3.0, which corresponds to the critical conditions b = 1.5, when
the energy release takes place through small defects homogeneously distributed throughout the volume, and D = 2.0, which corresponds to b = 1.0, when energy release takes place on a fracture
surface. In the former case diffused damage is observed, whereas
in the latter two-dimensional cracks are formed leading to the separation of the structural element.
3.1. b-Value analysis
The analysis of the b-value during the compression test was carried out for one of the 59 mm diameter concrete specimens with
slenderness equal to 2.0 taken from the pilaster of the Italian highway viaduct and presented in Section 2.1. During the compression
test the specimen was monitored by two wide-band AE sensors
sensitive on a frequency range comprised between 50 and
500 kHz. By using the AE device, the threshold level for the signals
recorded, ﬁxed at 50 lV, was ampliﬁed up to 100 mV. The mechanical waves, due to damage, detected by the two sensors generally
lead to distinct ‘‘hits’’, that are considered as an ‘‘event’’ when they
occur almost simultaneously [8]. Therefore the events amplitude
Amax (see Eq. (6)) is characterized by the largest amplitude of the
two hits.
A schematic representation and photograph of the experimental
setup is seen in Fig. 6a. In order to perform this analysis, information about the signal magnitude is required, instead of events
counting only. The b-value is the negative gradient of the log-linear
AE frequency vs. magnitude diagram and hence it represents the
slope of the amplitude distributions [4,33,34]. Compressive load
versus time, cumulated event number, and event rate for each second of the testing time are depicted in Fig. 6b. In the load–time diagram of Fig. 6b all the detected AE events are reported, while for
the b-value analysis only events with magnitude m = Log10 Amax
greater or equal than 2 are represented.
The load–time diagram was subdivided into three stages: a ﬁrst
stage (t0, t1) extending from initial time to peak load, a second
stage (t1, t2) going from peak load to main shock, as identiﬁed by
the maximum value of the acoustic emission rate, and a third stage
(t2, tf) going from main shock to end of the process. The b-values
obtained for each stage are shown in Fig. 6c. They range from
1.64 to 1.20. At the beginning of the loading process, the energy release takes place mostly through the formation of microcracks
scattered throughout the volume of the material (b ﬃ 1.64,
D ? 3.0); at the end of the process, instead, the energy release is
seen to concentrate into a two-dimensional crack of a size comparable to that of the specimen, which brings about its separation (b
ﬃ 1.20, D ? 2.0). In particular, the fractal exponent at the peak load
obtained through the b-value is strictly connected to the analogous
exponent evaluated by means of the energetic approach: D had appeared as comprised between 2.29 and 2.33 (see Figs. 4b and 5b).
The latter, indeed, is related to the critical cumulative number of
acoustic emission Nmax at the peak stress rc, when the crack formation is not yet so advanced to lead to the complete specimen
separation.
The non-perfect matching between the values obtained for the
D exponent of a given material is due to the fact that different
approaches can lead to underestimate or overestimate some
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measurements obtained during the tests. As a matter of fact, the
damage fractal dimension D, calculated by Eq. (5), is obtained by
a best-ﬁtting of the Nmax values arranged in bi-logarithmic scale
for each specimen volume, whereas, the b-values, obtained by Eq.
(7) are deﬁned as the log-linear slope of the frequency–magnitude
distribution of AE events. The two approaches, therefore, are completely different. Moreover, the b-value analysis takes into account
not only the number of AE events, but also their amplitude. Damage, in fact, especially in the pre-peak branch of the load vs. time
diagrams, advances with a considerable number of AE events having small amplitudes, that could result – if the statistic is limited to
a single specimen – to an overestimation of the fractal domain D.
This experimental evidence is also described in the fundamental
paper by Lockner et al. [35] in which it is observed that during triaxial compressive tests on granite and sandstone ‘‘the b-values for
pre-nucleation events are indeed larger than for post-nucleation
events, indicating a greater percentage of low amplitude events
in the pre-nucleation phase’’. The direct computation of the fractal
dimension D should be performed by geometrical methods like the
box-counting [32], which need the ‘‘exact’’ localization of AE
sources.
Some applications of the AE fractal damage model, obtained on
the basis of the energy density criterion of Eq. (5), are described in
[20,36]. Moreover, the evolution of the damage fractal dimension
D, assessed by means of the statistical interpretation of b-value
variations (Eq. (7)), are described in [11,37,38]. In these papers
the fractal models are used for interpreting data obtained at laboratory scale, and on full scale structures.
The above mentioned correlations exhibit a quite high correlation coefﬁcient. However, general use should be very careful since
they are obtained by testing with speciﬁc experimental conditions.
As an example, increasing the volume of the specimen, increases
the number of recorded AE signals, due to the larger population
of cracking sources; however, it also increases the distance between the source of the events and the sensors, which entails
stronger attenuation and distortion with additional inﬂuence on
the number and the characteristics of the acquired events. It is
obvious that this approach, as well as the aforementioned crack
classiﬁcation schemes would deﬁnitely beneﬁt by separating or
quantifying the effect of the experimental conditions on the ﬁnal
result.
4. Cracking mode classiﬁcation Approach
Apart from the above discussed energy density approach, the
cracking mode classiﬁcation schemes are based on the extracted
features of the received AE waveforms. Simple experiments were
conducted to test the effect of sensor location relatively to the
cracking event as explained below.
4.1. Experiment
Six mortar specimens were produced. The aggregates consisted
of sand with maximum aggregate size 4.75 mm, while water/cement ratio was 0.55 by mass. The density of the water was
2500 kg/m3 and the absorption was 2.44% respectively. The specimens were cured in water saturated with calcium hydroxide at
23 ± 2 °C for 28 days prior to testing.
The specimens subjected to three-point bending were
40  40  160 mm in size (Fig. 7). The load was applied at a constant rate and the experiment was stopped at the moment of fracture (load drop). Concerning AE, two broadband sensors (Pico, PAC)
were attached to one side of the specimen as seen in Fig. 7. Acoustic coupling was enhanced by roller bearing grease and the sensors
were mounted by tape. The ﬁrst was placed in a horizontal
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(a) Testing set-up

(b) Load 1; Event rate 2; Cumulated events number 3

(c) b-values
Fig. 6. Cylindrical concrete specimen in compression by Carpinteri et al. [37]: testing set-up, with an AE sensor clearly visible on the lateral surface of the specimen (a); load
vs. time diagram and AE activity (b); and b-values during the test (c).

distance of 15 mm from the mid-span (point of crack nucleation)
and the second at 55 mm, leaving a separation distance of
40 mm between the sensors. Signals above the threshold of 40 dB
were recorded in a two-channel monitoring board PCI-2, PAC. Results of ﬁve specimens are discussed since one was rejected.
5. Results

Fig. 7. Experimental setup for three-point bending of mortar with two AE sensors.

When a crack propagation incident occurs this is considered an
‘‘AE event’’. This event leads to a wave that can be recorded by different sensors as distinct ‘‘hits’’. When a cracking event occurs, hits
arrive at the different sensors almost simultaneously, with delays
that depend on the distance between the source and the sensors.
Hence, the determination of an event is usually done automatically
as the hits are acquired in real time. Focusing on the AE events increases the reliability of the analysis since it takes into account the
hits that were of higher level and captured by more than one
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(a)

(15mm)

(55mm)

(55 mm)

(15 mm)

Fig. 8. AE energy for both sensors and different specimens.

(b)
transducers. The results presented herein are based on the AE
‘‘events’’. For the whole number of events (typically around 20
for each test), the values of selected AE features were averaged
for each sensor. Fig. 8 shows the average energy of the hits for both
sensors. It is seen that for the ﬁrst sensor, the AE energy ranges between 30 and 100 units. The recorded energy at the 2nd sensor
ranges from 20 to 70. It is noteworthy that for each one of the ﬁve
specimens there is a decreasing trend for AE energy between the
1st and 2nd sensor. As an average for the whole number of specimens the energy reduces from 58.4 to 42.8 units between the 1st
and 2nd sensor. Therefore, an additional propagation distance of
roughly 40 mm reduces the acquired energy by approximately
27%. The reduction seems normal considering attenuation mechanisms. However, the amount of energy drop in such a small distance shows that the specimen size and sensor separation
distance are crucial when quantitative AE is undertaken. This implies how important the propagation length is for AE analysis even
in laboratory scale.
This aspect of the study, with considerable expansion of the
examined population of specimens to several other materials, will
be applied in future to obtain reasonable values of the f(r) function
of Eq. (6), optimizing the b-value analysis even for large structures.
As aforementioned, frequency features are used for crack mode
classiﬁcation. Therefore, Fig. 9a and b focus on the central and the
peak frequency of the hits as monitored by the different sensors. A
similar decreasing trend is seen again both for central and peak frequencies. The trends are decreasing and repeatable for each of the
specimens. CF decreases by about 11% (from 380 kHz to 340 kHz)
between the two sensors. PF which corresponds to the frequency
with the maximum magnitude, exhibits more or less the same
trend. A strong decrease is noted for all specimens, resulting in
an average drop of 23%. This decrease of frequency descriptors is
again attributed to the microstructure and mainly scattering of
the sand grains, pores and cavities of the cementitious material.
Again it is understandable that if a separation distance of 40 mm
is responsible for a change of 10–25% in an AE parameter, one
should be deﬁnitely very careful in application of any laboratory
characterization scheme [39] in a real structure.
A ﬁnal example of distortion of AE signal between the two sensors is included in Fig. 10. There, the duration of the waveforms is
depicted for the two sensors and the different specimens. With just
one exception (specimen 3) the duration of the signals drops considerably between the two sensors. It is reminded that the duration
of an AE waveform is calculated based on a user-deﬁned threshold.
When the material is attenuative (like mortar in the present case)
it is reasonable that less peaks of the waveform will exceed the
threshold level as the wave is propagating away from the source,
hence leading to acquisition of shorter waveforms. The average
reduction of duration is about 6% from 506 ls to 475 ls. Different

(15 mm)

(55 mm)

Fig. 9. (a) Central and (b) peak frequency for both sensors and different specimens.

AE characteristics based on the waveform shape exhibit similar
change between the two sensors as was reported recently [40].
The three kinds of features (energy-, frequency- and waveform
shape-related) that were analyzed in this section show how propagation of a few additional mm attenuates and distorts the signals.
The differences between the sensors are quite strong especially
taking into account that the two sensors are separated only by
40 mm. This distortion would reduce the accuracy of any crack
classiﬁcation scheme unless the exact experimental conditions
are applied. In laboratory, the distance between the cracking
source and the sensor is limited due to the limited size of the specimens. Therefore, although the effect of distortion and attenuation
is evident, still it does not hinder the establishment of classiﬁcation
rules. However, in real structures the cracking event may occur just
a few mm away from the sensor or several meters away. The interchangeable accumulated effect of inhomogeneity that would be
different for events coming from different locations would deﬁnitely mask the results and make derivation of reliable conclusions
troublesome.

(15 mm)

(55 mm)

Fig. 10. AE duration for both sensors and different specimens.
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The above discussion shows clearly that study of AE should be
certainly combined with elastic wave propagation study. This will
potentially enable clearing of the sensor-acquired AE waveform
from attenuation and distortion leading to features that are closer
to the waveform as emitted by the crack. More experiments with
multiple sensors and different sizes of specimens are necessary,
while three dimensional simulations of wave propagation would
certainly help to understand the effect of microstructure not only
on classic wave parameters like velocity and attenuation but also
on waveform features like duration, or frequency indicators like
the ones used in AE.

6. Conclusions
The present study occupies with acoustic emission in materials
with microstructure such as cementitious mortar, concrete and
rock. Different AE features are used for characterization of fracturing of the materials. These parameters (related mainly to frequency
and energy of the waveforms) undergo strong distortion and attenuation due to the heterogeneity of the material. Experiments in
mortar specimens show that an additional propagation distance
of a few cm affects the calculated values by a large percentage.
Therefore, the use of AE waveform features as received by the sensor should be very careful for characterization purposes. Similarly
in energy density approaches, the effect of attenuation should be
incorporated with detail since a change in the volume of the specimen automatically induces a change in the length of the typical
propagation path from the crack to the receiver, which may well
affect the sensitive coefﬁcients such as the fractal exponent. The
next step would be to quantify the effect of distortion and establish
procedures aiming at clearing the acquired AE population from the
accumulated distortion.
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